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Pretty Kings 3: Denim's Blues (The Cartel Publications
Presents)
DONK came from desolate beginnings but with the heart of a savage boss, he
refused to be held down by his circumstances. Each calculated move that he
makes is designed to uplift himself and his tattered family, who he loves
unconditionally. By his side is TIM, his Day One shooter. Together, they put TOE
TAGZ on anyone that stands in their way.Success doesn't come easy for Donk but
through the struggle, he stands tall with a smile on his handsome face. Things get
complicated when family members of Donk decide to take certain matters into
their own hands, causing the type of blowback that threatens the whole family's
demise.Meanwhile, when Tim unwisely decides to mix business with pleasure, the
cost is bloody and catastrophic. Will Tim and Donk be able to overcome such a big
mistake? When the glitter of the game turns dull, and the pair is dealing with
snakes and eating with fakes, it's only a matter of time before street dreams
become nightmares.

Ethic 2
Oil, Power, and War
ZERO SUM GAME Best of Lists: * Best Books of the Month at The Verge, Book Riot,
Unbound Worlds, SYFY, & Kirkus * The Mary Sue Book Club Pick * Library Journal
Best Debuts of Fall and Winter A blockbuster near-future thriller, S.L. Huang's Zero
Sum Game introduces a math-genius mercenary who finds herself being
manipulated by someone possessing unimaginable power Cas Russell is good at
math. Scary good. The vector calculus blazing through her head lets her smash
through armed men twice her size and dodge every bullet in a gunfight, and she'll
take any job for the right price. As far as Cas knows, she’s the only person around
with a superpoweruntil she discovers someone with a power even more dangerous
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than her own. Someone who can reach directly into people’s minds and twist their
brains into Moebius strips. Someone intent on becoming the world’s puppet
master. Cas should run, like she usually does, but for once she's involved. There’s
only one problem She doesn’t know which of her thoughts are her own anymore.
"Fresh and exciting a great start to an exciting series--and an exciting career."
--Boing Boing

The Cartel 4
From a military commander's perspective, the role of psychological operations
(PSYOP) in the successful planning and execution of modern military operations is
absolutely essential. It is an integral part of the United States Special Operations
Command mission. Today, the military faces a dynamic and unpredictable world.
PSYOP will remain a valuable instrument in the overall defense posture and will be
a key asset in the fulfillment of U.S. national policy. This manuscript explores the
breadth and depth of fundamental PSYOP roles, principles and methods. Each
article is an independent effort and together they represent a cross section of what
the best and brightest feel is key to both offensive and defensive psychological
operations. Air University Press.

The Face That Launched A Thousand Bullets (The Cartel
Publications Presents)
JAMICHAEL is intelligent, savvy, book smart and streetwise. The untimely murder of
his beloved mother will force him to call upon each one of his qualities along with
that HEARTLESS GOON mentality he inherited from his infamous father, TAURUS.
The streets of Memphis, Tennessee are about to test JaMichael's get down as he
tries to provide the necessities for himself and his sister, JAHLIYA, who will face
epic struggles herself. As death and the sins of his father stalk him, JaMichael's
heart is being pulled in separate directions by two women who love him in different
ways. Can a goon afford to entertain love with shooters coming for his life? With
the world spinning out of control, and the streets looking to slaughter him at every
turn, JaMichael must remain heartless in order to prevail. But will a woman make
him weak and render him defenseless against savage opposition?

Duffle Bag Cartel
Shyt List 2 is the sequel to the best selling novel Shyt List.

Split by Sun
A FUTURE EARTH IN WHICH EVERY ROAD AND BUILDING UTILISES
NANOTECHNOLOGY TO MAKE CLEAN FUEL, FOOD AND FERTILISER JUST FROM
WATER, SUN AND AIR. When agent Jean Moulin investigates the mysterious
connections between a murdered woman in Hampstead and assassination
attempts on the President of the Whole Earth Council, he's led back to the origins
of the Global Synthetic Photosynthesis Project in Namibia as well as the forces that
wish to destroy it and its visionary eco-gendered founder. Split by Sun is a witty
and poetic novel that explores whether humanity is meant to globally deploy a
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solar energy technology to progress enforceable rights of ecosystems, electronic
citizen voting on laws, the marriage of corporations to public goods, communityscale industry, the abolition of war and nuclear weapons, the facilitation of
universal basic income, healthcare and education and the replacement of religion
with widespread experience of unitive consciousness.

Study on the State of Agriculture in the Caribbean
When Carter Diamon, the leader of The Cartel, which controls eighty percent of the
cocaine industry, dies, his illegitimate son, Carter Jones, takes his place and starts
sleeping with the enemy--Miamor, the leader of The Murder Mamas, who wants to
take down The Cartel. Original.

Thugs Cry 3
Explains the theory of political survival, particularly in cases of dictators and
despotic governments, arguing that political leaders seek to stay in power using
any means necessary, most commonly by attending to the interests of certain
coalitions.

Goon (The Cartel Publications Presents)
When Denim's husband Bradley is released from prison after being accused of
raping her sister, Denim is hopeful that they can work on rebuilding their marriage.
That seems impossible when her dysfunctional mother Sarah moves into the
Kennedy bunker, bringing with her disgusting habits and distasteful opinions. If
Denim's mother was the least of her concerns life might not be so difficult.
Unfortunately between Bradley's overbearing personality and the Russian Cartel's
looming attack, Denim can't seem to catch a break. "Pretty Kings 3" explodes with
drama of the future due to secrets from the past.

And They Call Me God (the Cartel Publications Presents)
When five-year-old Roman's mother is murdered before his eyes in Fayette,
Mississippi he is left alone with his loyal dog, a blue nose pit-bull named Ice. Things
appear to look up for Roman when Billy Bob Adams, a career criminal, finds him
and whisks him to Baltimore, Maryland. With modern day slavery as his motive,
Billy Bob teaches Roman every villainous trick he knowsincluding murder. From the
moment Yoko was born she was unwanted. Born with a visible handicap people
judged her upon first sight. Before long they turn the sweet child into a bitter
young adult who does anything she can for attention. Even if it means taking
responsibility for crimes she didn't commit. When Roman and Yoko meet they
become an escape for one another. Since an idle mind is the devil's workshop they
put their skills together and become living nightmares for unsuspecting drug
dealers. Many years later, Roman vows to trade his turbulent childhood and crimes
for a family of his own. Which means leaving Yoko and her volatile love of blood
behind. When Roman must rely on his murder game to provide for his family, he
excels and becomes the primary assassin for a multi-million dollar drug operation.
But what happens when Yoko returns with a request that Roman doesn't want to
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honor? Explosive drama. Goon is an action packed thriller with unpredictable twists
and excitement! Enjoy!

Game of Gwop
You thought The Cartel was over, but Diamonds are forever. . . . The Diamond
family has survived murder, deceit, and betrayal. Through it all, they're still
standing tall, and a new era has begun. After surviving a failed attempt on her life,
Breeze has moved into the queen's position by Zyir's side. Zyir has taken over the
empire and locked down Miami's streets. He has the world in his palms, but there
is always new blood ready to overthrow the throne. Young Carter has retired and
moved away from the madness—that is, until he gets an unexpected visitor at his
home. This person shakes up the whole family, causing chaos that threatens to
bring down the Cartel for good. New York Times bestselling authors Ashley and
JaQuavis deliver the highly anticipated fourth installment of the wildly popular
Cartel series.

Drug Lords 3
Yvonna's high school sweetheart is brutally murdered by her father. Behind
Yvonna's back, people keep a secret involving her best friend and deceased
boyfriend. Angry, Yvonna flees to Baltimore, but returns to D.C. four years later to
exact revenge on t

King 2
Virtuosic stories by one of “the more interesting and ambitious prose stylists of our
time” (Los Angeles Times) In this madcap, insatiably inventive, bravura story
collection, Julián Herbert brings to vivid life people who struggle to retain a
measure of sanity in an insane world. Here we become acquainted with a vengeful
“personal memories coach” who tries to get even with his delinquent clients; a
former journalist with a cocaine habit who travels through northern Mexico
impersonating a famous author of Westerns; the ghost of Juan Rulfo; a man who
discovers music in his teeth; and, in the deliriously pulpy title story, a drug lord
who looks just like Quentin Tarantino, who kidnaps a mopey film critic to discuss
Tarantino’s films while he sends his goons to find and kill the doppelgänger that
has colonized his consciousness. Herbert’s astute observations about human
nature in extremis feel like the reader’s own revelations. The antic and often dire
stories in Bring Me the Head of Quentin Tarantino depict the violence and
corruption that plague Mexico today, but they are also deeply ruminative and
layered explorations of the narrative impulse and the ethics of art making. Herbert
asks: Where are the lines between fiction, memory, and reality? What is the
relationship between power, corruption, and survival? How much violence can a
person (and a country) take? The stories in this explosive collection showcase the
fevered imagination of a significant contemporary writer.

YAYO
In the dirty and violent streets of Wilmington, Delaware, RAEKWON ROYAL uses his
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gun and cold-blooded ruthlessness to elevate himself above everyone else in the
city's underworld. Along the way, he stacks bodies and money with no apology.
Meanwhile, a powerful movement is being enforced, and bloodshed is the key to
success. Can Raekwon remain the predator and not become the prey? Keenly
watching his father's every boss move is RYAN, the prodigal son. With a strong
desire to become a legend like his pop, but doing it his own way, Ryan has vicious,
grandiose plans to put the streets in a choke hold until old enemies from his
father's past rises to the surface. With money as the motive, things take a turn for
the bad. Sex is the devil's weapon when it comes to the women who want to sink
their claws into Wilmington's Finest. Will Ryan lead the MIDNIGHT CARTEL to
unimaginable prosperity? Or will he become weakened by secrets and friends who
run amok?

The Cartel
"Oil, Power, and War is a sweeping, unabashed history of oil, told by French
journalist Matthieu Auzanneau. It provides a detailed account of the people and
events that drove the oil industry from its earliest days, and takes a critical look at
the way oil interests have commandeered politics and economies, changed
cultures, disrupted power balances across the globe, and spawned wars. The
author exposes the greed and reckless behavior--by a long line of characters from
John D. Rockefeller to Dick Cheney--that moved oil along its destructive,
unsustainable path, from its heyday when the first oil wells were drilled to the
quest for new sources as old ones dried up. The author traces the rise of the Seven
Sisters and other oil cartels, and follows the thread of oil through the crises that
have shaped our times: two world wars, the Cold War, the Great Depression and
the 2008 financial crash, oil shocks, wars in the Middle East, the race for Africa's oil
riches, and more. We learn lesser-known stories, too, like how New York City taxes
were once funneled directly to banks run by oil barons, after the city was about to
default on its debt. And we gain new perspective on the central role of oil in
military conflicts over the past 100 years. Now that there is much less oil available,
Auzanneau looks to the future and warns that even greater conflict may arise"--

Lipstick Dom (The Cartel Publications Presents)
In this gripping and heart-wrenching story, you will meet Sean. He was raised by a
hustling, well-connected mother and was taught early about street survival. When
his mother is brutally murdered, Sean is thrust into a cold world all alone. An old
friend of his mother takes Sean under his wing and introduces him to a life of drug
dealing at its highest level. Sean becomes "King Sean" and rises up the drug
game's totem pole. King Sean makes a solid name for himself in the street game.
The only weakness he has ever had is a childhood friend and also the love of his
life—a beauty named Sunny. Sunny has a struggle with drugs, and along her road
to recovery, Sean falls victim to the vice as well. His life is slowly headed on a
downward spiral, and his decline from street fame is filled with murder, lies,
backstabbing, and a struggle to survive. Walk on the journey with Sunny and Sean
as they hit rock bottom and steal, lie, and deceive in their struggle with addiction.
Someone dies . . . but not until the end is the truth unveiled. New York Times
bestseller JaQuavis Coleman pens an intricate, fast-paced street thriller that tells a
bold story of true love, addiction, and murder. Read about The Day the Streets
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Stood Still.

Clown Niggas (The Cartel Publications Presents)
Opposites really do attract but so do mayhem, murder and sex. After Jamal Shield,
aka Preacher (Leo Sullivan), a notorious young B-More gangster, is sentenced to
life in prison for multiple crimes, including an armored Brinks truck heist for a cool
5.2 million, he is surprised when he is released from prison. All he wants to do is be
with his family and start a new life but there is one problemhe is charged with
protecting a beautiful whore. Lourdes Beaumont (T. Styles), a prostitute from
Houston, Texas, always dreamed of having a legit life. She tried to pursue that
dream by building her cosmetics business but she found that the men who could
help her want her for one thing, her body. When she witnesses the murder of a
teenager at a high school, by the daughter of a notorious drug dealer, she is taken
to Baltimore where Jamal is charged with keeping her alive. When you are as
emotional and high-strung as she is, this act is easier said than done. Jamal resents
having to protect Lourdes, especially when the demons from his past and the
goons from hers attempt to hunt them both down. Who would have thought that
through the bloodshed and bullets that they could find true love? But it means
nothing if they do not survive.

Midnight Cartel
Based out of Bladensburg, Maryland, 31-year-old Janet Stayley spent her life
looking for a hustler. She never knew she would find one in her 15-year-old son,
Kelsi. Surrounded by violence, drugs and lies, Kelsi murders in self-defense.
Suddenly Kelsi becomes charged with the newfound feeling he associates with
becoming a man and feels he can take on anything, including his mother's
cheating lover. The heat of murder ensues and Janet feels it's time to make a
permanent move out of Maryland. Before doing so, she plans one last murder
which, if goes as planned, could ultimately be worth millions. To top it all off, Janet
has not revealed to her son the biggest secret yet.

Crazy Kind of Love (The Cartel Publications Presents)
When Amelia Rios, a young Latina with a serious crack addiction meets the love of
her life, Wyld Heart, she has no idea that it’s the wrong time. Because when the
self-made kingpin makes the foolish mistake of ridiculing his cousin, Ryan Heart, in
public, this careless act sets off a series of incidents so violent it unearths secrets
hidden within the Heart Family, forcing Amelia to relive the reckless behavior she
successfully escaped. Despite Spyrits, pleas for Wyld to make amends with Ryan
immediately, he doesn’t heed the warning, which turns out to be the costliest error
in his life. Tiring of the perceived disrespect from Wyld, Ryan operates in the world
as if it owes him knocking over anyone who gets in the way, blood related or not.
Greed, secrets and drama are packed in this novel guaranteed to have you
laughing, guessing and yelling as T. Styles introduces the worst villain she’s
created since Kali.

The Ungrateful Bastards (The Cartel Publications Presents)
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Life has never been easy for Ethic. Since he was a young boy he has battled loss
after loss while struggling to navigate through a treacherous world. When he met
Alani Lenika Hill he knew that he had met the woman who would love him back to
life. They have weathered a storm together and their love is so fated that neither
want to let it go, but it seems their bubble of happiness is an illusion because life
around them is falling apart. When Morgan Atkins attempts suicide, their bliss is
shattered. So much is on the line. So many things hang in the balance as Morgan
fights for her life. Her broken heart has led her to this, but if she dies, the soul of
Ethic's family will be buried with her. In this heart pounding series fans have been
written into a world of love, lust, anger, sadness, joy, gate and most of all growth.
Hold on tight for another installment of this epic love story told in such a poignant
way that it's hard to distinguish the real world from the one in your head. Welcome
back to the Ethic Effect

Psychological Operations
What caused the bloody massacre within the walls of a small Baltimore city
church? A thin trail of circumstances lead to Devonte Harrington, a mid-level drug
dealer with a devoted group of young women and block soldiers who surround him
at all times. What is his hold over them? And what inspired his legacy of savagery?
Son of a selfish teenage mother, and raised primarily by his aunt Angela, Devonte
was born in the shadows of the Myers Home for Veterans, and for years hidden
from the world like a dirty secret. Could the start of his villainous supremacy begin
here? Told through the eyes of Samantha Herrnstein, one of his devotees, we learn
her view on how the absence of love spawned his wrath. But as her flare for story
holds you captive, be careful, you might miss something. And we promise, you
won't see it coming!

The White House
From birth they were taught by their father to have cold hearts and no
compassion. Often they were pitted against one another in an effort to determine
which brother was strongest and more fit to take over the family's Underworld
business when their pops stepped down. TAURUS, like his brother, JUICE, was
RAISED AS A GOON. When the young killa stepped off of the proverbial porch, the
streets weren't ready for the beast he was bred to be. Things quickly get hectic
when the many enemies their family has accrued comes for blood the minute their
father is out of the picture. But Taurus refuses to fold. With his entire family's life
on the line, and the clock running out, the young goon must win the ultimate game
of survival or lose his life by the hands of one from his own bloodline. In this first
installment of an unforgettable street tale, MONEY OVER EVERYTHING, including
loyalty, will ring hard in your ear and leave your mouth hanging wide open.

Ethic 5
After everything that he has been through, Omari can't even see himself in another
relationship. Just the thought of Simone Campbell makes him turn away from any
chick. Whether it's the baddest bitch or a foreign chick, he'll pass. But then "she"
came into his life and that all changed. He's ready to live and love again, and she
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just might be the one. That is, if Simone doesn't ruin it like she has everything else
in his life. Simone and her wicked, deadly ways are back. But she isn't still that
devious side bitch that's obsessed with Omari Sutton. Now, she's obsessed with
staying out of prison. However, one glimpse of Omari and his new leading lady
causes her insanity to resurface. Little does she know, Detective Keisha Howard is
just as obsessed as she is and won't sleep until she tracks down Simone to ensure
that she pays for all of her murderous ways. In Secrets of a Side Bitch 4, every lie,
trick, and murder is laid out on the table, and karma begins to take its revenge on
some, while new life begins for others.

Raised as a Goon
The Pretty Kings you love are back but they are not alone. The Kennedy Kings have
resurfaced only to learn that the women they married are not the same. Scarlett
and Camp Kennedy continue to have marital problems. Although their troubles
stem from past physical abuse on Scarletts part, their issues are magnified now
that she has Ngozi, her mysterious new love interest. With all of her troubles and
her new baby, Scarletts emotional stability plummets. Bambi and Kevin Kennedy
try to put the pieces of their marriage back together although the scars of infidelity
and secrets of betrayal linger in the air. The first thing he wants to know is what
happened to his beloved aunt Bunny. Add to that the fact that he has to deal with
feeling emasculated now that his wife is running the Kennedy King Empire. Denim
and Bradley Kennedy seem to have not missed a beat in their marriage. However,
Denims mother, Sarah and her heroin addicted sister Grainger continue to ravel
Denims happy home. When Bradley makes a single mistake in defense of his
family everything in their lives change for the worst. Race and Ramirez Kennedy
are back together and thanks to Carey, their vixen love toy, their sex life could not
be steamier. Before long Race discovers that shes having a hard time figuring out
her place in the trio. Operating as muscle for the Pretty Kings Empire is not the
only thing she wants to control. As the Kennedy family struggle to put their lives in
order, drama, turmoil and tragedy meet them at every corner. Will they come out
as a whole or is it curtains for the empire?

Secrets of a Side Bitch 4
Evil breeds evil. After Kerrick Khumalo's wife is murdered in their home, he
migrates from Africa to America for better opportunities. But his thick accent and
dark skin makes him unaccepted. Unable to find legal employment, he discovers
that the drug trade can be a lucrative business for the man who is willing to do
anything, including kill. Self-possessed he quickly rises to the top and becomes the
most fearful man in Baltimore. Desiring it all, he marries a woman who gives him
many children and now he has a clan of his own. In the country illegally, he
changes his last name to Prophet and adopts rigid beliefs and customs. Soon he
develops a seething hate toward Americans and believes his bloodline should
remain pure. So he encourages his children to breed amongst themselves. Year
after year he controls his family with an iron fist and they all fear him. That is until
Nine is born. Forced to live secluded in the Prophet mansion, her future appears
doomed. Besides, her mother's mental condition makes her a bad parent and her
father is too concerned with his wife. Amazingly she finds strength and love from
an unlikely source, the family's drunken maid. After awhile she proves to be far
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more intelligent than Kerrick's other offspring and this makes her both seductive
and dangerous. Silence Of The Nine is Flowers In The Attic meets The Coldest
Winter Ever. Prepare yourself for a dark ride.

Heartless Goon
The partnership between Kevon and Shy, two rival hustlers whose drug empire
spans from Washington, D.C. to Baltimore, disintegrates after Shy tries to take
Kevon's girlfriend Tara away from him.

Zero Sum Game
Money, power, respect and the battle for one woman's love pitted two notorious
drug dealers against each other in a bloody battle that left behind many casualties.
Young NARD has finally brought down CJ, Newark, New Jersey's most powerful and
most dynamic crack King. But the baby-faced drug kingpin has made one
monumental mistake--he left RAHEEM dying, but with an ounce of life still in him. If
Rah survives, there's going to be a war in the streets unlike anything the decrepit
city has ever witnessed, as he seeks to avenge the death of a friend whom he
loved like a brother. Both men are thinkers, and they both have murderous goons
at their disposal. But only one side can be victorious. Which side will it be? Will
Nard's ego remain in check as his stature explodes to astronomical heights in the
hood? If Raheem lives, will he prove that his gangsta is as cold as his mind is
sharp? Nothing is for certain but death. But who's death will it be? This time when
THUGS CRY, they'll cry more than tears--they'll cry blood. Lots of it

A Hustler's Son (The Cartel Publications Presents)
What would cause a mother to contact a hitman to kill her own children? Some
ungrateful bastards. When Martha’s husband dies horrifically, she is forced to care
for Zoom, Berry and Dodson alone. And although she does all she can to manage
their lives, she grows more unstable by the day. When three unrelated incidents
occur, she snaps and loses touch with reality. Sensing that his mother is on the
brink of a mental breakdown, Zoom, the oldest of the Bastards, does all he can to
control his outrageously trouble prone siblings. That is until secrets of the past
impact his future. Funny…traumatic and suspenseful, this original storyline is
classic T. Styles (Black & Ugly, A Hustler's Son) and bound to entertain loyal
Twisted Babies everywhere!

Pretty Kings 2
Still grieving from the senseless murder of her mother, Quita Miles must put her
game face on to help locate 7-year-old Cordon, the son of drug kingpin, Flex. When
we last left Quita, the last person on earth Flex would suspect, Kimi Carmichael,
had kidnapped Cordon. Kimi, Cordon's biological mother, had her unreliable cousin
Pooh hold Cordon, and his friend Miranda in a motel room until further instructions.
But the kids have another agenda, and decide to slip away to face the dangerous
streets, and save themselves. To top it all off, Quita must still run her illegal
daycare center although most of her friends are being held captive by Flex, and his
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goons until Cordon is found. Time is of the essence and if Flex does not get Cordon
back soon, bodies will continue to drop. Quita's Dayscare Center 2 is sure to keep
you on the edge of your seat. Will this be the end of Quita's Dayscare Center or
just the beginning?

The Dictator's Handbook
This report supports the development of the new Caribbean Development Bank's
agricultural policy and strategy by identifying key trends in agriculture in
Borrowing Member Countries, as well as opportunities for investment to promote
growth and ensure sustainability. It also identifies new value chain opportunities,
including the tourism industry, the growing yachting sector, and domestic cassava
value chains. Today, countries face major challenges as they strive to improve the
competitiveness of their agricultural sector. However, there is great potential for
strengthening market linkages and helping farmers, fishers, and agri-food
businesses catch up with current technologies. Through the promotion of inclusive
and sustainable agricultural development, the bank can contribute to overcoming
major socio-economic and environmental challenges in the region, including food
and nutrition insecurity and youth unemployment. The study concludes that the
bank can play an instrumental role in supporting countries in meeting their
Sustainable Development Goal targets - particularly with regard to socio-economic
and environmental challenges - including poverty (SDG 1) food and nutrition
insecurity (SDG 2), obesity (SDG 3), youth unemployment (SDG 8), resilient
infrastructure (SDG 9), gender inequality (SDG 5), sustainable use of natural
resources, and climate change (SDG 13).

Toe Tagz
Growing up on the murderous streets of Chicago, Illinois, YATON ANDERSON A.K.A.
YAYO falls into a life of crime at a very young age and is convicted of a brutal
homicide. After serving a "juvenile" life sentence, Yayo is released back to the
streets as a full grown man who's on a "win at all cost" paper chase. Yayo's once
tender heart has been turned ice cold, and he has the mind to match. In a short
amount of time, he puts together the Get It Boy Click, and they reign terror
throughout the city's drug trade, while Yayo's family prays for him to leave the
streets alone. But the addiction to power, fast money and seductive women are
hard vices to quit. With rival gangs and gangsta's, along with crooked cops,
gunning for their heads, will Yayo and his crew be able to survive the disloyalty and
treachery that cause the demise of so many other drug gangs? Or will their blood
be the next to soak the streets that they ruthlessly and unapologetically fight to
own?

Bring Me the Head of Quentin Tarantino
PHOENIX isn't the average hustler. He's an exceptionally deep-thinker armed with
a lethal temper and the hunger for vast riches. His ultimate goal is to conquer the
drug game and make those outside of his DUFFEL BAG CARTEL bow at his feet.
Along the way any rival can get a full clip with no remorse. But the animals in
Memphis, Tennessee aren't so easily tamed. Cold blooded savages band together
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to show Phoenix and his shooters that the road to street riches is paved in blood
and tragedy. When the beautiful and off limits ALICIA enters the picture and comes
between Phoenix and his right-hand man, the true struggle ensues and the game
becomes realer than ever. Will the Duffle Bag Cartel be able to overcome their
internal strife while continuing to outwit their many rivals? Or will the tug of war
over one woman cause them to self implode?

Heartless Goon 4
Love should burn slowly, but with Ezra "Ethic" Okafor it is always fleeting. After an
accidental killing affects Alani, the woman he loves, she thinks he's a monster.
Separated by tragedy, the pair endure a loss like nothing they have ever felt and
their connection is impossible to repair. Ethic is reduced to misery and raising his
children alone once again. With Morgan in the throes of a passionate love affair
and Bella in need of guidance that he can't provide, Ethic is in turmoil. He's failing
as a man and the fingerprint he is leaving on the world is a bloody one. In this
second installment of this epic love story, Ashley Antoinette taps into the soul of
her readers as she explores the limits of love and forgiveness. Is anything truly
unforgivable? Or is Ethic the one man who can love a woman back from the edge
of madness. Ashley Antoinette is one of the most prolific and successful writers of
her generation. The feminine half of the popular duo (Ashley and JaQuavis) she has
co-written over forty novels. She is most widely regarded for her racy, New York
Times Best Selling series, The Prada Plan. To stay updated on all things Ashley
follow her on social media. Instagram: @AshleyAntoinette Facebook:
facebook.com/authorashleyantoinetteTwitter: @Novelista

Silence of the Nine (the Cartel Publications Presents)
Echo Kelly has a secret only her diary knows about. But when her younger sister
discovers her in an uncompromising position, she uses the information as
blackmail, making her world a living hell. Her burden grows when she falls in love
with her best friend who is all about money, which Echo doesn’t have. After being
rejected from her mother and first love, Echo goes away to find herself, resurfacing
years later as a powerful drug boss with an insatiable sexual drive. Before long her
BFF returns, married to a dangerous man with ulterior motives. Soon old feelings
from the past bubble to the surface and Echo finds herself caught between two
loves. One who is passive aggressive and the other who would do anything to
maintain Echo’s heart, including kill. Lipstick Dom is for ladies who love ladies and
T. Styles’ fans who appreciate a drama filled love story.

The Day the Streets Stood Still
Inside Emerald City (one of D.C.'s deadliest projects), there are four women who
are the girlfriends of the Emerald City Squad. The Squad controls the drug game
and the girls control who goes in and out. Things begin to fall apart when two
members of th
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What do you get when the baddest chick and four cold blooded killers enter a
Newark, New Jersey strip club strapped with Mac 11s? You get a nasty body count
and the lick of a lifetime! Not only do Charisma, GQ, Shamar and Crook steal bricks
of coke and a load of gwop from the strip club, but the crew also reaps the promise
of certain death once the club s owner puts his goons on their trail! The close knit
crew refuses to go out like suckers, and soon hits the money making blocks of
Wilmington, Delaware, where a cycle of vicious murders, merciless thefts, and
insatiable greed follow them. As they grow more ruthless, their diabolical deeds
finally capture the attention of the deadliest queenpin in the drug game, placing
her right in their path. With goons aiming for their heads, the crew splits up with
plans to work new hustles. But once a secret is revealed, the crew s bond is nearly
broken and an enemy catches them slipping and declares swift revenge. Will the
crew remain intact, or fall like a line of well set dominoes in the Game of Gwop?

Pitbulls In A Skirt (The Cartel Publications Presents)
With precious seconds ticking away, and JAHLIYA's life on the line, JAMICHAEL must
do the unthinkable in order to rescue her. Will time run out before he can execute
his deadly plan? Can Jahliya hold on or has she already taken her next to last
breath? Meanwhile, after pledging his loyalty to JEFE' PABLO and the Cold Heart
Cartel, JaMichael organizes a dangerous revolt against the egotistical kingpin. Will
the HEARTLESS GOON be victorious in his quest to dethrone the boss? Or will he
pay a steep price for his disloyalty? With total chaos surrounding them BUBBIE and
TAMIA continue to fight each other over JaMichael's unconditional love. In the
process, hearts are broken, betrayal rears its ugly head, and karma shows up to
extract revenge.

Shyt List 2: Loose Cannon (The Cartel Publications Presents)
"The White House is a fast-paced thriller that doesn't disappoint." --Urban Reviews
"White House by JaQuavis Coleman starts with a bang and will leave you wanting
more." --Book Referees "Kidnapping, murder, and mayhem lead [Draya]--and the
reader--through a harrowing and twisting plot to an explosive ending that no one
sees coming." --Reading in Black & White "The White House is one of my most
personal books ever. I took from a real-life situation and told a story that has been
Detroit's secret for years. I'm bringing that to the forefront with my own twist. This
venture with Infamous and Akashic feels rightIt feels good. They are very in tune
with my culture and style of writing which makes this a perfect situation for me."
--JaQuavis Coleman on The White House The White House is based on true events,
reimagining the dark chronicles of a notorious drug kingpin's death, and the
unfortunate events that followed. The young heroine Draya lives paycheck to
paycheck, laboring as a maid in a luxurious white house. One day, in the course of
performing her duties, she is presented with an irresistible opportunity for a
quick--and risky--payday. What unfolds in the white house changes the course of
her life. Kidnapping, murder, and mayhem lead her--and the reader--through a
harrowing and twisting plot to an explosive ending that no one sees coming. Look
through the eyes of this young woman and glimpse how a life can forever be
altered due to an unfortunate series of events--all touched off in a legendary white
house. Infamous Books, curated by Albert "Prodigy" Johnson of the legendary hiphop group Mobb Deep, is a revolutionary partnership that pairs the Infamous
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Records brand with Brooklyn-based independent publisher Akashic Books.
Infamous Books' mission is to connect readers worldwide to crime fiction and street
lit authors both familiar and new.

Quita's Dayscare Center 2 (The Cartel Publications Present)
After STEVO'S dirty hands are exposed by MONTANA, he vows to punish her for
being disloyal. But Montana's problems run much deeper than the eyes can see.
KANDACE, the queen of chaos, is out to destroy Montana and send him to an early
grave. Will her plan bear fruit? Or will she learn a deadly lesson about going up
against a man who refuses to lose? On the other side of the proverbial coin,
MAKARONI finds his back against the wall after PHOENIX and his goons attack with
merciless aggression. Makaroni is no slouch when it comes to war and bloodshed,
but his strongest ally just might be his fiercest enemy. When vast riches, and far
reaching power is on the line, true natures are exposed. Friends become foes.
Bosses are crushed, and new Kings emerge. The rise to the top of the totem pole
has never been more deadly. In the end, who will rise up to become the true DRUG
LORDS of an insidious game that will leave you utterly astounded?
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES &
HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR
LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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